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Abstract: Business system designers want to integrate heterogeneous legacy systems to provide business services cheaper and faster. Unfortunately, modern integration technologies represent important integration knowledge only implicitly making solutions harder to understand, verify, and maintain. In this paper we propose a data-driven approach, “Semantically-Enabled Externalization of Knowledge” (SEEK), that explicitly models the semantics of integration requirements & capabilities, and data transformations between heterogeneous legacy systems to make the systems integration process more efficient by providing tool support for QA steps and generation of system configurations. Based on a research project with two industry partners, we evaluate the proposed SEEK approach in comparison to a traditional UML-based modeling approach. In the evaluation context the semantically-enabled SEEK approach was found to be more effective to make expert knowledge on system requirements and capabilities available for more efficient tool support and reuse.

1 INTRODUCTION

Designers of modern distributed business systems need to integrate heterogeneous legacy systems and their associated data interfaces to provide a platform for business services. Major challenges are to provide this integration with little extra effort, short time to market, and keeping the integration knowledge explicit and easy-to-understand in order to simplify the overall system evolution. Modern integration technologies like web services or the enterprise service bus contribute advanced interface technologies for legacy systems, but need data with consistent semantic meanings. Unfortunately, such kind of common data model is often costly and hard to provide, communication requirements that are not explicitly modeled make the solution hard to verify externally, and configurations are defined on a rather low level make the solution costly and hard to verify.

In this paper we propose a data-driven approach “Semantically Enabled Externalization of Knowledge” (SEEK) that explicitly models a) the semantics of integration requirements and capabilities (Moser et al., 2008a); and b) the connectors and data transformations between heterogeneous legacy systems (Mordinyi et al., 2008), to simplify systems integration. We describe the overall concept of SEEK and the process to create the semantic model of the integration knowledge, the generation of transformation
instructions, and the semi-automated derivation of technical system configurations.

The proposed SEEK approach aims at improving the efficiency of the systems integration process by a) more effective support for concurrent modeling of stakeholder requirements and system capabilities to lower the risk of missing or wrong requirements; and b) reducing effort with semi-automated consistency checks of the derived system configuration. Based on a research project with two industry partners, we evaluate the SEEK approach with a traditional UML-based integration approach regarding the effort for modeling in the context of the evaluation scenarios.

Major results of the evaluation are that the proposed approach took considerably shorter for the modeling phase and lowered the risk of errors in the system configuration. While the integration analysis with explicit knowledge modeling takes slightly more effort than with the traditional approach, the more efficient QA and configuration generation activities can be expected to return this investment after two iterations of systems integration with conservative estimates.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work on systems integration, semantic integration, and service matchmaking. Section 3 explains the research issues in more detail, introduces the industry case study, and derives the research method. Section 4 describes the process for transforming the knowledge on the system integration requirements and capabilities into valid system configurations. Section 5 describes the evaluation of the proposed concepts with a traditional UML approach to show similarities and discuss differences and open issues. Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests further work.

2 RELATED WORK

This section summarizes related work on systems integration, semantic integration, and service matchmaking.

2.1 Systems Integration

System integration is the task to combine numerous different systems to appear as one big system. There are several levels at which system integration could be performed (Balasubramanian et al., 2006), but there is so far no standardized integration process that explains how to integrate systems in general.

System integration can require changes (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004) in the actual business policy of a company not only due to the emerging communication needs between multiple computer systems but also due to the communication requirements which have to be established between business units. Therefore, integration can have strong implications on the company as improper integration solutions can lead to considerable inefficiency. Another integration challenge is to keep sufficient control over the involved applications as in most cases integration developers have only limited control over these applications, e.g., legacy systems. The classification of system integration approaches (Trowbridge et al., 2004) distinguishes between the design of an integration layer (process integration, portal integration and entity aggregation) and ways to connect the systems (data integration, functional integration and presentation integration).

2.2 Semantic Integration

Semantic integration of (heterogeneous) information systems has become an intensive area of research in the last years. Semantic integration aims at solving semantic heterogeneities that can occur between legacy information systems. Goh identified three main categories of semantic conflicts in the context of data integration that can appear: confounding conflicts, scaling conflicts, and naming conflicts (Goh, 1996). The use of ontologies as a solution option to semantic integration and interoperability problems has been studied over the last 10 years. Wache reviewed a set of ontology-based approaches and architectures that have been proposed in the context of data integration and interoperability (Wache et al., 2001). Good examples for architectures or systems in the context of semantically enhanced data integration can be found in the projects reports COIN (Goh, 1996), OBSERVER (Mena et al., 2000), BUSTER (Stuckenschmidt et al., 2000), COG (Lara and de Bruijn, 2004) and CLIO (Miller et al., 2001).

2.3 Service Matchmaking

Software components discovery and Web Service discovery can be classified into two categories: signature matching and semantic matching.

Purtilo and Atlee (Purtilo and Atlee, 1991) propose a signature-matching approach by specifying the invocation parameters. Zaremski and Wing (Zaremski and Wing, 1995) describe exact and
relaxed signature matching as a means for retrieving functions and modules from a software library. Wang and Stroulia (Wang and Stroulia, 2003) provide a structure-matching based signature matching for Web Service discovery. Signature matching is an efficient means for software components retrieval, but two software components with the same signature may have completely opposite behaviors.

Semantic matching addresses this problem by comparing software components based on formal descriptions of the semantics of their behaviors. Zaremski and Wing (Zaremski and Wing, 1997) extends their signature-matching work with a specification-matching scheme. Cho et al. (Cho et al., 1998) use a protocol to specify interoperability of objects. Semantic matching identifies suitable services more precisely than signature-matching methods do, but the cost of formally defining the provided and required services is considerably high.

3 RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Recent projects with industry partners from safety-critical domains raised concerns about the challenges of verification in modern technology-driven integration environments. From a certification point of view a major goal was to improve the capability to verify an integration solution while facilitating team work and tool support.

Consequently, we propose a data-driven approach that explicitly models the semantics of the problem space, i.e., integration requirements and capabilities (Moser et al., 2008a); the solution space, i.e., the connectors, and data transformations between heterogeneous legacy systems (Mordinyi et al., 2008); and finally provide a process to bridge problem and solution spaces, i.e., find out whether there are feasible solutions and minimize the cost of integration. From this general approach we focus in this paper on the overall description and evaluation of the proposed integration approach compared to a traditional UML-based integration approach.

**Research method.** For investigating these research issues we gathered requirements from a set of reasonable industry case studies, and then we designed a process for data-based systems integration based on the semantic description of the integration knowledge. This process uses this knowledge to support design, quality assurance (QA), and finally configuration with semantic tools. For empirical evaluation we determine the integration effort needed for each process step to compare the steps in the new SEEK approach with traditional methods and measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the available methods and tools.

**Air Traffic Management Use Case.** Business services in Air Traffic Management (ATM) are based on providing timely and correct data analyses from a network of heterogeneous legacy applications. With the strategic need to dramatically improve the flexibility of traditional point-to-point integration to provide new ways of systems integration while keeping the usual high level of safety, this domain seems very well suited for the SEEK approach. The use case represents information that is typically extracted from customers and domain experts during workshops for requirements elicitation for information systems in the aviation domain. The business system Air Traffic Management Information Service (ATMIS) has to provide information services about flights to business partners via a Public Flight Information Portal (PFIP). ATMIS needs to collect and refine information from at least 2 other systems: the Central Flight Controller (CFC) and the Single Flight Data Processors (SFDPs).

4 TRADITIONAL AND SEMANTICALLY ENABLED INTEGRATION PROCESS

This section describes a traditional UML-based integration process approach, and a semantically enabled integration approaches that make expert knowledge explicit to facilitate tool support. Both process variants are based on a generic integration process described in section 4.1.

4.1 Generic System Integration Process

The generic systems integration process (see Figure 1) consists of three major steps: 1. the modeling of system requirements and capabilities, 2. the derivation and optimization of an integration system configuration and 3. lab/field testing and performance measurement. Between these major steps, QA steps are needed for assuring both a correct and working system model as well as integration system configuration.

**Modeling of Systems Requirements & Capabilities.** Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) provide systems knowledge to describe the requirements and capabilities of the participating
Configuration QA. QA personnel validate and check the system configuration created in the previous process step for defects and issues (e.g., unsuitable integration partners). This is achieved by comparing the knowledge captured in the systems configuration with both the knowledge captured in the system requirements and capabilities model as well as the knowledge given as input to the modeling process step. In case of issues raised, these issues are reported back to either the systems configuration creation step or the modeling process step where they are addressed.

Lab/Field Test and Performance Measurement. The integration tester tests the validated and checked system integration configuration in lab and field tests to measure system performance. This process step is beyond the scope of this work and mentioned for completeness.

4.2 Traditional Systems Integration Approach

This section describes a traditional (i.e. UML-based) integration approach (see top process in Figure 2).

System Description. For each legacy information system to be integrated, the Subject Matter Expert (SME) responsible for the particular system describes the requirements and capabilities of the system using human-readable language. The outcome of this process step is a set of legacy systems interface description documents.

Integration Partner Derivation. In order to identify possible and select suitable integration partner legacy systems, the SMEs of all participating systems, a domain expert (DE) who is capable of managing the knowledge involved in the problem domain and an integration expert (IE) who is responsible for the actual integration need to cooperate. The integration partner candidates are identified by the SMEs by comparing the legacy systems interface description documents created in the previous step and by the DE by identifying similar knowledge represented in the participating systems. The IE then selects the wanted integration partners from the pool of possible integration partners. The outcome of this process step is a set of accepted integration partners.

Transformation Instruction Generation. In order to allow the interoperability between proprietary and heterogeneous legacy information systems, transformation is needed at run time. Instructions are needed to perform these transformations.
Figure 2: Comparison of a traditional UML-based approach and the semantically-enabled SEEK approach

In this process step, the DE and the SMEs of the particular affected system cooperate in order to derive these transformation instructions. The outcome of this process step is a document representing the transformation instructions needed for the integration solution.

**QA Steps.** In the traditional integration process, the 2 QA steps are performed manually a) by comparing the knowledge represented in the legacy systems interface description documents with the knowledge captured implicitly by the SMEs; and b) by comparing the accepted set of integration partners and the needed transformation instructions with the knowledge represented in the legacy systems interface description documents and again with the knowledge captured implicitly by the SMEs. As key parts of the knowledge are not available in machine-readable form, tool support for QA is very limited and takes much effort from scarce human experts.

4.3 Semantically Enabled Systems Integration Approach (SEEK)

This section describes the SEEK system integration approach (see bottom process in Figure 2). The following paragraphs summarize the process steps of the SEEK integration process, with special regard to a continuous example from the ATM domain presented in Figure 3.

**Legacy System Description.** For each legacy information system to be integrated, the SME responsible for the particular system describes the requirements and capabilities of the system using machine-readable notations. In comparison to the traditional integration process, the outcome of this process step is a set of ontologies describing the requirements and capabilities of the legacy information system to be integrated, as well as the mapping of the information to general domain knowledge.

In the continuous example, there are 4 business systems on the left hand side which provide a total of 5 services that send messages, and 2 business systems on the right hand side which provide a total of 3 services that receive messages. The content of these messages is represented using a tuple-based notation. Additionally, services can define extra requirements, like e.g., secure transmission.

**Domain Knowledge Description.** In addition to the description of the requirements and capabilities of the participating systems, the DE describes the common knowledge of the problem domain used in the integration scenario. This externalized domain knowledge is used by the SMEs while describing the particular legacy systems, who map their proprietary system information to more general knowledge represented in the domain ontology in order to overcome semantic gaps between legacy systems. Furthermore, the network administrator (NA) describes the architecture and capabilities of the underlying network infrastructure. The outcome of this process step is an ontology describing the shared domain knowledge of the problem domain as well as the network infrastructure used in the integration scenario. This domain ontology can be reused for a set of different integration scenarios.

The first part of the continuous example shows the description of the domain knowledge. The domain knowledge is exemplary represented using a tuple-based notation plus a set of arrows to indicate relationships between domain knowledge elements, e.g., the element “FlightStatus” could either be
defined using the element “Arrived” or the element “Departed”, or the elements “FlightNr” and “FlightID” can be treated equally. The second part shows the description of the integration network infrastructure. On the one hand, the architecture of the network is represented by a set of nodes and links which connect these nodes, on the other hand, additional capabilities of nodes (e.g., secure transmission) are described.

**Automated Integration Partners (IP) Derivation and Selection.** The externalized knowledge of the SMEs, the DE, and the NA which is captured in the ontologies created in the previous steps is used to automatically derive the set of possible IPs using ontology-based reasoning, allowing an easier and less error prone identification of possible integration partners compared to the traditional integration process. The IE is responsible for choosing suitable IPs from the set of possible IPs derived in the previous step. The outcome of this process step is a set of accepted IPs.

The first part of the continuous example shows the derivation of the possible IPs. Based on the legacy system descriptions, the description and mapping of the domain knowledge and the description of the architecture and capabilities of the integration network, the possible sending and receiving service partners are derived using heuristics and ontology-based reasoning (Moser et al., 2008b). In the example, this is represented as a graph consisting of the possible collaborations (i.e., the services which are able to communicate) and the exchanged messages. The second part shows the mapping of these derived collaborations to the underlying network infrastructure. The example focuses on the collaboration between “PFIP” and “ATMIS”, showing that the request collaboration initiated by “PFIP” used the unsecure route via “Node X”, while the reply collaboration initiated by “ATMIS” used the secure (“red”) route via “Node Y”, as defined in the additional service requirements of the “ATMIS” business system.

**Automated Derivation of Transformation Instructions.** In this process step, instructions for the transformations between the participating heterogeneous legacy systems selected in the previous step are automatically derived from the ontologies created in the first two process steps. The outcome of this process step is a set of transformation instructions needed for the integration solution.

In the continuous example, three exemplary transformation instructions are generated, e.g., the transformation of the element “FlightNr” to the element “FlightID”, or the transformation of the element “TimeOfDeparture” to the element “FlightStatus(Departed)”.

**Figure 3: Continuous example of the SEEK process**

**QA Steps.** There are 2 QA steps in the SEEK integration process, which can be very well supported with tools based on ontology-based reasoning. This allows a much faster and more reliable QA compared to the traditional integration process and relieves scarce experts from tedious work.
5 EVALUATION

Within a research project with two industry partners, the approach has been evaluated by means of several different scenarios from the ATM domain. We determine the effort for both process step variants and compare the overall outcome. The following paragraphs summarize the effort needed to perform the particular process steps. The effort estimations are based on the expertises of the integration experts from both companies.

Step 1. Legacy System Description: The externalization of legacy system knowledge using ontologies needs slightly more effort than the traditional approach using only human-readable artifacts like documents because the knowledge needs to be transformed from implicit expert or system knowledge into machine-readable ontology models.

Step 2. Domain Knowledge Description: In the traditional integration process the domain knowledge is not made explicit but implicitly captured by domain experts and documents in a non-machine-readable way requiring no additional effort. Additionally, the integration network knowledge (i.e., the architecture and capabilities of the underlying network infrastructure) are described, which again represents an additional effort compared to the implicit knowledge of the traditional integration process. Using the SEEK approach the domain and integration network knowledge has to be incrementally externalized by the domain expert and the network administrator resulting in medium effort in the first instance. This effort is reduced due to reuse within similar integration scenarios or additional process iterations triggered by reconfiguration issues.

Step 3. Model QA: The traditional approach requires a lot of effort to check the consistency and completeness of the documents since it has to be done manually. The SEEK approach uses automated ontology based reasoning techniques to assure consistent models leading to comparatively low model QA effort.

Step 4. Derivation and Selection of Integration Partners: This traditional integration process step demands exhaustive communication between the involved roles (SME, DE, IE, NA) in order to derive possible integration partners and clarify considerable dependencies between legacy systems. This results in very high integration effort for the traditional integration process while the SEEK approach provides automated derivation of possible integration partners by means of ontology-based reasoning. The step involves the IE only who is responsible for selecting the most suitable set of integration partners from the provided suggestions; the mapping of the selected integrations partners to the underlying integration network is done fully automated using the externalized integration network knowledge described in step 2.

Step 5. Generation of Transformation Instructions: In case of the traditional approach the effort for generating transformation instructions is higher than with the SEEK approach because the derivation of those instructions has to be done manually, but still lower than in the previous step because the number of involved roles is lower. The SEEK process step is performed automatically using ontology based reasoning for deriving transformation instructions based on the explicitly captured knowledge.

Step 6. System Configuration QA: Consistency and completeness checks in the traditional approach are time-consuming and error-prone, leading to a high level of manual human effort. On the other hand, the SEEK approach again use automated ontology-based reasoning techniques to quickly locate invalid system configurations, resulting much lower effort for this process step.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed and evaluated the “Semantically-Enabled Externalization of Knowledge” (SEEK) approach to integrate heterogeneous legacy systems to provide integration services with little extra integration effort, short time to market, and explicit and easy-to-understand integration knowledge to simplify the overall system evolution. In contrast to integration technologies like web services or enterprise service bus, the SEEK approach externalizes explicit integration requirements and capabilities in machine-readable formats, making them easier to change and maintain.

Based on a research project with two industry partners, we evaluated the SEEK approach in comparison to an UML-based modeling approach. Major results of the evaluation are: a) semantically enabled approaches were found to be more efficient to retain expert knowledge and make this knowledge available to experts from different domains; b) the SEEK approach took considerably shorter for the modeling phase and lowered the risk of errors in the system configuration. While the integration analysis with explicit knowledge modeling takes slightly more effort than the traditional approach, the more
efficient QA and configuration generation can be expected to return this investment after two iterations of systems integration with conservative estimates. In many projects experiences have been that a high modeling effort which has to be invested before any benefit can be shown is not accepted. Therefore an approach such as the presented can only succeed if convincing ways exist to minimize modelling efforts. As the approach also introduced new sources of complexity by more fully modeling the integration knowledge, empirical evaluation of larger cases are necessary to validate the benefits and limitations of the approach.

Further work will include a large-scale evaluation of the proposed SEEK approach using scenarios and traditional integration effort measurements of a real-world integration project.
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